Background: During mixed dentition period, one can make accurate estimation of future dental development and can assess whether there will be enough space in the dental arch. In orthodontics treatment planning, it is vital to predict space required for unerupted canine and premolars in the arch.
Background
Dental occlusion is the way that maxillary and mandibular teeth contact each other. Main therapeutic aim for orthodontic treatment is provide patients with ideal/ normal dental occlusion. Malocclusion is any deviation from regular occlusion. Mostly, the deviation is a result of an imbalance between teeth size and arch size. Most of the problems arise during mixed dentition period. The problem can be reduced or even removed entirely if it is managed appropriately.
During mixed dentition period, one can make accurate estimation of future dental development and can assess whether there will be enough space in the dental arch to let all teeth erupt. In orthodontics treatment planning, it is vital to predict space required for unerupted canine and premolars in the arch. The prediction of tooth size must be done before eruption by mixed dentition analysis. In mixed dentition space analysis, mesiodistal width of unerupted canine and premolars can be predicted by different methods, one of which is using a regression model.
Since correct orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning is based on the prediction, accurate prediction is vital. In this regards, modeling equation by using size of already erupted permanent teeth data is the most widely used method. Tooth size varies in different national groups and among genders. Consequently, prediction equation must be specified to each population individually.
To the best of our knowledge, linear regressions are used to specify the equation. Standard linear regression summarizes the average relationship between a set of predictors and the response variable. Predictor coefficient represents the change in the mean value of dependent (response) varaible given one unit change in predictor. A single slope is used to describe the relationship. Therefore, linear regression provides a partial view of the link between the response variable and predictors. This is often inadequate when there is heterogeneous variance between predictor and dependent variable. In such cases, we need to examine how the relationship between predictor and dependent variable changes depending on the value of dependent variable. For example, the effect of parental care on mean infant birth weight can be compared to its effect on other quantiles of infant birth weight. Quantile regression solves for these problems by looking at changes in the different quantiles of the response. ter estimates for this technique represent the change in a specified quantile of the response variable produced by one unit change in the predictor variable. One major benefit of quantile regression is that it makes no assumptions about the error distribution. This article uses quantile regression and Bayesian approach to conduct the mixed dentition space analysis.
Hixon and Oldfather (1) model a regression equation to predict size of unerupted mandibular canine and premolars by using radiographic measurement of mandibular premolars.
The method is modified by Stahle (2) via including size of the mandibular permanent incisor. Staley and Kerber (3) revise Hixon and Oldfather method (1) . They develop the equation and make a graph for the estimation of mesiodistal width of unerupted canine and premolars. Moyers (4) establishes two probability tables to predict mesiodistal width of unerupted canine and premolars during mixed dentition based on the sum of mesiodistal widths of four mandibular permanent incisors. The tables are the most widely used for mixed dentition because of the following advantages: i) minimal systematic error. ii) less time consuming iii) applicable to both upper and lower dental arches.
Tanaka and Johnston (5) model a probability equation to calculate mesiodistal width of unerupted canine & premolars by sum of four mandibular incisors data. This method is simple and applicable for both dental arches and genders. The model has also been used widely with a standard accuracy. It is worth to notice that Moyers and also Tanaka and Johnston method has been studied for population of other racial and ethnic origins (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
Many authors reported that sex factor should also be included in probability equation as an extra predictor for the estimation of unerupted canine and premolars. So regression equation or tables must be made detached for both males and females (11, 12) .
On one hand, sum of mesiodistal width of four mandibular incisors has been most widely used to advance regression equation in order to predict size of unerupted canine & premolars by many researchers. (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . On the other hand, applicability of Moyers and Tanaka method has been tested by some researchers and they found that these methods do not truly predict unerupted canine and premolars space in their sample (17) .
Therefore, some researchers have used different combinations of other erupted permanent teeth in their study. In this regards, Cattaneo et al. (18) study combination of teeth including four mandibular incisors, mandibular incisors and mandibular first molar and also mandibular incisors and maxillary first molar. They conclude that sum of four mandibular incisors and maxillary first molar is the best predictor for estimating mesiodistal width of unerupted permanent canine and premolars in their sample.
Nourallah (19) validate Tanaka and Johnston's analysis on Syrian patients. Tanaka and Johnston's tables and equations are modified in order to improve the precision of the prediction. The correlation coefficients found between the permanent mandibular central incisors space and maxillary first molars and the maxillary and mandibular canines and premolars are high. New prediction tables applicable at earlier ages, and new regression equations are constructed. Galvao et al. (20) based on the literature available and their systematic review, conclude that the Moyers mixed dentition analysis must be carefully used, since the majority of the articles analyzed showed that the probability of 75% was not as accurate as expected, leading to the need of adapting the probability levels depending on the study population.
Objectives
This article has two following goals: I. Using Bayesian approach capabilities to develop estimation procedures.
II. Using different combinations of teeth size and comparing them in order to find the best predictor.
Patients and Methods
The sample for this study consists of 47 dental casts (19 males, 28 females) with complete eruption of permanent mandibular incisors, canines, molars and premolars, as well as maxillary ones. The sample is selected from population of patients seen at department of orthodontics, Tehran University of medical sciences. All individuals selected for this study are between 11 and 25 years without prior orthodontic treatment.
To meet the goals and regarding our sample size, we select quantile regression by means of Bayesian approach based on following reasons.
When estimating regression models, we have to be aware of the implications of model assumptions when interpreting the results. Symmetry, linearity, and variance homogeneity are among the strongest but common assumptions. The classical theory of linear models is basically a theory for models of conditional expectations. In many applications, it is fruitful to go beyond these models. Quantile regression is gradually developing as a comprehensive approach to the statistical analysis of linear and nonlinear response models. A number of papers have recently performed on the application of quantile regression. Quantile regression is an intellectually stimulating 2 Iran J Ortho. 11 (2):e6920.
and practically very useful framework where such assumptions can be relaxed. More clearly, Quantile regression is a statistical technique intended to estimate, and conduct inference about conditional quantile functions. This technique provides a more complete statistical analysis of the stochastic relationships among random variables. In other words, quantile regression allows analyst to study the impact of independent variables(X) on different quantiles of dependent variable's (Y) distribution, and thus gives us a complete picture of the relationship between Y and X. Therefore, estimation and inference are distribution-free. Moreover, quantile regression is robust to outliers in y observations.
The use of Bayesian inference in generalized linear and additive models is quite standard nowadays. The relative comfort with which Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods may be used for obtaining the posterior distributions, even in complex circumstances, has made Bayesian inference very beneficial and attractive. Unlike conventional methods, Bayesian inference delivers one with the whole posterior distribution of the parameter of interest. In addition, it takes to be account parameter uncertainty when making predictions. However, in the area of quantile regression, there is very little in the literature along the Bayesian inference lines.
Recent work by Schennach (21) has opened the way to a Bayesian treatment of quantile regression. This method provides a likelihood for data "y" subject only to a set of m moment conditions of the form Eg (y, θ) = 0, where θ is a k dimensional parameter of interest. The method make a likelihood supported on the n data points that is minimally informative, in the sense of maximum entropy, subject to the moment conditions. Specifically the probabilities {pi} attached to the n data points are chosen to solve following problem.
The solutions of this problem, well known in the maximum entropy literature, e.g. Jaynes (22) .
This may be combined with a prior density on θ to yield the posterior density: (4) 
Posterior odds ratio is used to choose the best prediction equation. The formula is as follows.
Where, Equation 6 is defined. (6) p(H0|D) = 1 − p(H1|D)|pr(H0)
Moreover, the asymmetric Laplace distribution is used for Bayesian quantile regression.
Results
The statistical characteristics includes range, standard deviation and skewness of variables distributions are presented in Table 1 . Table 1 shows tooth group measurements which are determined by summing the mesiodistal dimensions of the teeth within the group. The predictors consist of left and right mandibular teeth as well as maxillary ones. The predictor variables entail sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors first maxillary molars in addition to sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors, and central incisors in both arch. The dependent variable comprises sum of canine and premolars in both arch. Table 1 shows that combination of first maxillary molars with sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors has smallest standard deviation. This is true among male and female sample. In addition, dependent variable distribution of maxillary arch is positively skewed. While, dependent variable distribution of mandibular arch is negatively skewed. This is true within male and female data.
This research valuated the effect of sex in the dentition analysis. To do that, we implement a consistent integrated squared difference test for investigating equality of densities between male and female data .The number of bootstrap replications in test is 99. Table 2 confirms that equality can be rejected at 5 percent level. So, two different regressions for male and female data are needed in dentition analysis.
In addition, this study uses different combinations of teeth size as predictor for the estimation. Then, the alternative predictors are compared to find the best predictor. The comparisons implement via Bayes factor. Results are presented in Table 3 .
According to Table 2 and Table 3 , findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Significant differences are found for males and females estimation.
2. The best predictor in female equation of maxillary and mandibular arches is combination of first maxillary molar in addition to sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors.
3. The best predictor in male equation of maxillary arch is combination of first maxillary molar in addition to sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors. While in Accordingly, we specify the male and female model including combination of first maxillary molar in addition to sum of central and lateral mandibular incisors for both arches. Considering standard regression is specified under some extremely simplifying assumptions like linearity and variance homogeneity, we drop such assumptions in quantile regression specification. Figures 1 -4 show quantile regression plot. The plot shows a scatterplot of sum of canine premolars in both arches on best predictors for male and female model. Superimposed on the plot are the ).05,.25,.5,.75,.95 (quantile regression lines as the dashed line, and the least squares estimate of the conditional mean function as solid line which is close to median fit. Figures 1 -4 shed new light on the data, which implies that:
1. Estimating mesiodistal width of unerupted canine and premolars obtained from an estimate under normality assumption on one hand and quantile regression on the other hand are hardly dramatic for the data.
2. Considering obtained results, we can conclude that the whole distribution of mesiodistal width of unerupted canine and premolars changes with predictors and that assumptions like symmetry and variance homogeneity might be questionable for such type of analysis according to our sample. Therefore, we find quantile regression choice appropriate for Mixed Dentition Space Analysis in our sample. Due to the results and according to the sample, we choose Bayesian regressions of 0.5 and 0.25 quantiles for male and female models which are presnted in Table 4 .
Discussion
Difference between available and required spaces in the arch can be predicted during mixed dentition period. This helps to determine whether enough space is available for posterior teeth in the arch, so that they can erupt freely with good alignment. The analysis is very important regarding orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning. Prediction equations based on mesiodistal width of already erupted permanent teeth is used to predict size of unerupted canine and premolars.
This research tries to specify a model which is relatively noninvasive and accurate applicable for both dental arches and genders. In order to do that, this study uses combination of teeth sizes encompasses mandibular incisors alone, combination of mandibular incisors and maxillary first molar and sum of central incisors in both arch as predictor to estimate the mesiodistal width of unerupted canine 4
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Our sample includes male and female data. This research valuated the effect of sex in the mixed dentition analysis. Regression equations are generated by the method of Bayesian quantile regression. Applying Bayesian quantile regression to the raw data (for Iran J Ortho. 11(2):e6920. males, females, the combination predictors, maxillary and mandibular arches), 12 equations are obtained. Then, a statistical test is applied to determine significant difference between males and females for the tooth groups. Significant differences are found for males and females. Consequently, the estimation include different equation for males and females.
In addition, equations are compared based on Bayes factor to determine the best predictor for dependent variable. Results implies that sum of central incisors in both arch is not validated for estimation of mesiodistal width of canine and premolar among above mentioned predictor on the sample. However, combination of Mandibular incisors and maxillary first molar is found to be better than the others for male and female model in both arches.
Given the results from Bayesian quantile regression, different intercept and coefficient in the quantiles for both arches are obtained. If one looks more carefully at the results, one sees interesting departures from classical assumptions that standard regression is specified under those. This is only due to the assumption violation by the data. Hence, it would not be likely to be revealed the sta-6
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tistical features of dependent variable by such misspecifications. One common remedy for symptoms like these would be to reformulate the model in other method that relaxes the assumptions.
Conclusion
We found that Bayesian quantile regression is an appropriate method for determining tooth size in our sample. It should be stressed that other researches are suggested to conduct large scale study on a local population sample to evaluate accuracy of our results for prediction unerupted canine and premolars width. 
